Kwik Lok’s newest automatic bag closing machine offers high speed (120 bags/min) bag closing and will close bags with the regular closure (J-NRP) AND custom printed closure-labels. The Ultra offers a computerized control panel, quick adjustments for package firmness. The Ultra, when equipped with one of several printer options, is priced substantially less than a wire-tie/bag printing system. The Ultra gives you ONE SYSTEM that will CLOSE, LABEL and PRINT price/date information on your bagged package.

The Kwik Lok® 893 Ultra Automatic Bag Closing Machine with printer provides the packager the ability to close bagged packages and print price/freshness/product traceability codes on their package with one compact and efficient system. The all-plastic Kwik Lok closure offers an ideal surface on which to print codes and other package information.

The 893 Ultra also permits you to close your packages with custom printed labels that can increase the sales of your products. Labels can be printed on our standard coated-one-side tagboard, 10pt, white. We also offer a synthetic label material, 10pt, white.

Closure-labels offer packagers an exciting way to enhance product sales. The labels are seen by the consumer in a retail setting when critical buying decisions are being made. Labels can be custom printed using any number of colors on either side. The attractive labels give your package added value and can be used for regular packaging information or for promotional uses.
Product Traceability on the Kwik Lok Bag Closure

Food manufacturers need to have a traceability plan in place to respond to potential recall situations in a quick and timely manner. Package printing is a necessity on today’s food package and our bag closure offers an ideal solution to print traceability information on bagged packages with a low cost, efficient system.
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Four Printer Options

883H Programmable Thermal Printer: The Markem-Imaje® printer uses the latest in computerized technology and is fully programmable allowing packagers to print a wide variety of package information on the Kwik Lok closure. The printer will print on all medium duty closures (cannot print on closure-labels).

894B programmable Ink Jet Printer: The Squid Ink Printer is a hi-resolution, small character printer that will provide the packager with quality coding, durability and modularity unlike any printing system on the market today. The printer uses no hazardous chemicals - does not require chemicals to dry the ink.

897B Printer: Manufactured by Kwik Lok Corporation and features the use of hardened steel type and dry cold-transfer printing tape. The tape is a dry, non-smearing tape that won’t soil machinery or operator. The 897B is an air-operated printer.

896 Laser Printer: Kwik Lok is committed to laser printer research and development - we see laser as being the future in packaging imprinting. We offer one laser printer now and expect to expand this offering in the near future.

Other Options:

Speed Control: Synchronizes the closing speed to the bagging speed.

Closure Management System: Monitors the product, closure movement and printing cycle to determine if the bag is closed. If not, a warning signal is given.

Closure Sensor: Senses if closures are present. If not, sends a warning signal to the bagger or an alarm box.

Ethernet Connection: Monitor operation from remote location.

Touch Screen Monitor: English, French, Spanish, Dutch, and German.